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1. Introduction

1.0 Program Description

This report is a preliminary description of a prototype of a

second generation version of the PLATO IV student termital.. This

prototype has evolved from a program which has been pursued for the

last two years and which has two prima objectives: 1) the develop-

ment of a more economical version of the existing PLATO IV terminal

and 2) the design of a second generation (PLATO V) terminal with

greatly expanded capabilities and improved performance. The develop-

ment program has, from the beginning, concentrated on developing a

terminal architecture which can simultaneously satisfy both of the

above stated objectives.

A terminal architecture has been designed which is actually a

miniature computer system containing all of the standard features of

large computer systems including a proceSsing unit, memory and an

input-output (I0) structure. This miniature'computer system is made

to perform as a PLATO terminal by simply attaching a plasma display

panel to the IO structure.

As with any computer system, the contents of the.memory define

the operating characteristics of the terminal. It is this programmable

characteristic feature that enables the same terminal architecture to

behave as a PLATO IV terminal or as a more powerful terminal with

additional capabilities. JIt is even possible to.operate this terminal

as a standard ASCII unit.)

The memory hierarchy in the prototype presently contains 4K words

(8 bits) of read-only memory (ROM) and 8K words of random access. memory

(RAM) and is expandable to a total of 64K words. The RAM portion of

the memory can be used to store data to be displayed or programs to be

executed locally (at the terminal). This concept of locally-executable

programs represents a marked departure from the existing PLATO IV

terminal where the memory can only be used to store data.

a
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It should be emphasized that the terminaljescriSed here is a

prototype and is still undergoing changes as the program develops;

.therefore, from time to time this report will refer to changes

that are being considered but which are not yet implemented.

In addition to the design of the terminal itself,, several closely

related tasks are being pursued. These include the development of a

library of programs which can be loaded into the terminal, the investi-
.,

'Otion of the system aplications of using such a terminalwrticularly

rp

se.

on the PLATO forniattihg program,_And_a.study_of_the_possibility.of

transferring some processing tasks from the central system to the

terminal. Additional efforts are being directed at 'developing a set

of self-diagnostic routines which can be used to maintain the terminal.

iThe prototype terminal is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Prototype Terminal

6
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2. , Terminal Description

2.0 Terminal Processor Unit (TPU)

I-

A block diagram depicti the main functional-units of the terminal

is shown in Figure 2.0. Op ration'of the terminal is under the super-
:.

vision and control of the/ erminal Processing Unit (TPU) which is an

Intel 8080 microprocessor constructedon a single LSI chip. This chip

an 8-bit-parallel processor with a basic 2ps instruction= cycle time

and contains six 8-bit data registers, an 8-bit accumulator-four-flag

bits, a 16-bit program counter and a 16-bit stack pointer register

which is used to control a last in-first out stack contained in memory.

An 8-bit bidirectional data bus (D) connects the TPU:to the other:

functional units within the terminal and to I/O devices external to

the terminal. The data bus acts as a highway over which information

flows between, internal (and external) portions of the terminal. In

addition to performing display generation calculations, the TPU must

manage the flow of information on the highway. Also present but not

shown is a 16-bit address bus (A) which is used to specify memory and"

input-output device addresses.

The 5-bit status register specifies the type of machine cycle

presently being executed by the "fn. The five types of machine cycles

are input, output, memory read, memory write, and interrupt. The

outputs of this register are used to assist in controlling the attach-

ment of units to the D bus.

7
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2.1 Serial Input Register (SIR)

-5-

Data from the central computer arrives as 21-bit words at a rate

of_60-words per second. Each word contains a message start bit and 20

information bits. The modem removes essage start bit and passes

the information bits to the SIR where y are accumulated. After a

20rbit word is assembled, the SIR interrupt is generated indicating

to the TPU the presence of a new word in the SIR. The TPU responds

_-___tc)the_interrup-t_by_transferring:the content& of the_SIR__into the TPU-

_The data-in-the SIR is disassembled into 3- eight'-bit bytes for transfer

to the TPU. The format of these bytes along,with all other word formats

will be discussed later.

The SIR automatically performs a parity check on each word as it

is being accumulated. If the word contains an error, the Parity Error/

Lost Data flag is set while if there is no error this,flag is cleared.

This flag istransferred to the TPU as part of the SIR data. In the

event the TPU fails'to respond to the SIR interrupt prior to the arrival

of another word, the Parity Error/Lost Data flag is set, the'missed word

is discarded and themew word is assembled in the SIR.

r-
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2.2 Serial Output Register (SOR)

The SOR is a 12 -bit shift register used to transmit data from

the terminal'to the central computer. This regigter is loaded by tie

TPU in,two parts as sliown in Figure 2.1. Following the loading of the

lower 8 bits, the-entire contents of the SOR are transmitted to the

central computer. The upper bits of the SOR must, therefore, always

be loaded prior to the lower 8 bits. Loading the lower 8 bits of the

SOR will set the SOR Re flag to"zero,"indicating the register is

1,34sy. This_flag will remain "zero" until the contents of the SOR have

been transmitted, at which time it is automatically set to "one." Each

time this flag is set to "one" the SOR interrupt is generated, which

informs the TPU'that the-SOR is available for use. This flag is also

transferred to the TPU as a part of the SIR data.

MODEM

D BUS

3 BITS 4 8 BITS

Figure 2.1. SOR Word Assembly '

2.3 Interrupt' Control

SOR
READY
FLAG 0

All service requests to the TPU are made via the,Interrupt Control

Unit (ICU). -A device requesting service originates adinterrupt and

presents it to the ICU. Within the ICU the interrupt requests have

a wired-inpriOrity, and the ICU will pass to the TPU the interrupt

request having the highest priority.

When an interrupt request is accepted by the TPU, normal program

sequencing is-halted; the present contents of the Program Counter (PC)

are pushed into the stack in memory; and a RST (unconditional jump)

instruction to location 70 is forced into the TPU instruction register.

Following the interrupt, the TPU inputs a word from the ICU which contains

the address of the interrupting source.

10
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The ICU presently provides for eight interrupt sources with fhe

pridrity and addresses shown in Table 1.

'Request

highest priority

KST
TP
SOR
EXTO
EXT 1-3

Table 1. Interrupt

RST Address (oqtal)

.

Priority

000

001

002

003

004

005-007

The processing time for the various types of SIR words is given

in the discussion of word formats in section 3. Professing time for

KST.,.TP, or EXT interrupts is 1751as while the SOR requires 120ps.

Within the TPU is an interrupt enable flag which must be set

before any interrupt requests will be accepted from the ICU. This

flag can be set by the EI (enable interrupt) and reset by the DI

(disable interrupt) instructions. Each time an interrupt is accepted

by the TPU, this flag is automatically teset thus disabling further

interrupts until set by an EI instruction. This flag is also reset

by the CLEAR switch.

The ICU contains an 8-bit Interrupt Mask Register,each bit\of

which is associated with an interrupt source as shown in Figure 2.2'.

An interrupt is enabled if the associated bit in the Mask Register is

a "one," disabled if it is a "zero." An interrupt will not be passed

through the ICU unless it is enabled. The TPU can, therefore, selectively

-enable or disable interrupts by the data loaded into the Mask Register.

The data to be loaded into the Mask Register is maintained in a protected

location in memory. An interrupt is said to be 'armed' if the associated

bit in this location is a "one," 'disarmed' if it is a "zero.". The

resident program can selectively set (arm) or clear (disarm) bits in

this word before sending it to the Mask Register. Thus, an interrupt

may be armed but temporarily disabled by the resident.

11



Figures and 2.4 contain the flow Charts describing the processing

for each type of interrupt. In these diagrams the symbol RTN means

return to.the J:rogram in prpgress.when the interrupt occurred; SAVE

means save the present contentsof the registers and flags in the stack.

In performing RTN the saved. information will be restored to the register,

and interrupts will be enabled as the are then armed.

7 6 5 4 3 0

'SIR KST TP S0R ET
0

U U U

Figure 2.2. Interrupt Mask Register Bit Assignment

2.4 Memory

The terminal memory presently consists of 12,288 words, 4096 of

which are ROM and 8192 of which are RAM. The lower ?K words of ROM

contain the terminal resident program. (The present version of the

resident occupies approximately 2000 words.)
\ /

, ft

The resident contains all of the' prOgramS to emulate the existing,,

PLATO IV terminal plus programs for processing \nterrupts, handling. I

IO, error procesSing, and some additional character mode feature's.
\

These, additional character features Include the aility to write
,

.

\

characters from right to left and vertically in both .directions. Also

included is the ability to plot characters that are' twice the size of \

, \

pthe standard character set. New programs are prese tly hVing developed'
,

* \
\

which may be incorporated in the resident to become standard features

of the terminal.

The upper 2K words of ROM contain the data for the ROM characters

existing in the present PLATO IV terminal.

The RAN memory begins at location 4096 and extends through loction

12,287. The first 2048 words-of RAM, location 4096 through 6143, are

usually reserved for thelloadable.character set data, M2 and M3, as in

the existing PLATO terminal. (Sixteen 8-bit words are required per

character.)
('

12
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DtSABLE
INTERRUPTS

V

SAVE

.*

SET
'ABORT MODE

T.

INCREMENT
WORD COUNT

XMIT
WORD COUNT

0

YES

LOST
DATAOR
-PARITY
ERROR

NO

YES'

STORE
WORD COUNT

CLEAR
ABORT MODE

Figure 2.3 SIR Interrupt
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NO

INCREMENT
WORD COUNT

NO

ik

LOAD MODE

LOAD COORDINATE

STATUS REQUEST

LOAD MEMORY
ADDRESS

1

FUNCTION

EXTERNAL DATA

YES

..

DATA

,. Figure 2.,3 (continued)

r

4

POINT MODE

.

LINE MODE

LOAD MEMORY

CHARACTER MODE

BLOCKERASE MODE
.1k
I

USER DEFINED MODES
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V

DISABLE
'INTERRUPTS

V

SAVE(

rDISARM
SOR INTR

SAVE

XMIT
DATA

I

RESTORE.

INTERRUPTS

ENABLE

INTERRUPTS
ARMED

EXIT TO
INTERRUPTED

PROGRAM

1r

DISABLE
INTERRUPTS

_V

SAVE

V

USER
PROGRAM

Figure 2.4 KST, TP, SOR and EXT Interrupts
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D BUS

PDU

-12

1 1

,

PDL

9 BITS

X ADDRESS

16 BITS DATA

i

x Y

9 BITS
Y ADDRESS

x7

.4
WRITE

ERASE
PLASMA
PANEL 'BULK

READY

PDM

12

PIU
CONTROL

I.

Figure 2. ,.. PIU
.
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Thetop 64 words of RAM are reserved Tor use by the resident

program. ,Just below this reserved section is the portion of memory

used as a last in-lirsti,out stack by the TPU. The terminal resident

program will prevent he loading of data from the central computer

into any area of he memory currently occupied by the stack.

e

2.5 Panel Interface Unit (PIU)

The PIU contains the registerand control circuits required to

efficiently attach a plasma panel to the D bus. The PIU, shown in

Figure 2.5, contains the 9-bit x and y panel address registers, a 16-

bit parallel data register (PDL/U), a 3-bit panel display mode (PDM)

register and the write-erase control circuits. Data for the regi- ers

and control information is supplied to the PIU via the D bus., e x

and Y registers are bidirectional counters which Can be inde-ndently

controlled by the TPU. The parallel data register consis of the 8-

bit parallel data upper (PDU) and parAllel data lower DL), registers.

The PDU/L registers are used*ohly when operating pa llel input plasma.

panels.

The format of the PDM register is sho in Figure 2.6. sits 0 and 1

specify the write/erase mode, an b' ,-the panel operating mode, If
4

bit 2 is '"'zero," the panel is operating in the serial mode, and the

contents of the x and y register specify the address'of a point to be

written or erased. .If bit 2 is "one,"-the panel is operating in the

parallel mode, and the contents of PDL/U will be written or erased on

the panel at the address specified by the contents of the x and y

registers. The data will be displayed in a vertical colupn With bit 0

of PDL at the bottom and bit 7 of.PDU at the top.

Information is written on the display if WEI = 1 or erased if WE() = 0.

The use of the WE
1

it is explained in Section 3.5 in the discussion of

Mode 3.

2 0

PM WE, WE0

Figure 2.6. PDM Register

'17
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2. Input-Output

-14-

The present prototype terminal provides for the attachment-to the

D bus of up to 32 input and 32 output devices. Input devices include

a keyset (standard), touch panel (optional) and other optional input

equipment. Output devices, all optional, include a'random-access slide

projector foK.the projection of slide images on the rear of the plasma

panel, a random-agcess audio unit which can play back to the terminal

user pre-recorded audio messages, a ROM programmer, and a floppy disk

system. Other user-defined output devices may also be attached. Data

rates in excess of 25K bytes per second may easily.be accomplished on

the IO Bus.

4
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3. Operating

3.0 PLATO Word Format

Modes '..

e

The data to be processed by the terminal consists 20-bit

words (with start' bit removed) with the format shown in Figure 3.0.

19 18
01 00

C/D DATA

Figure 3.0. Terminal Word Format

Bit 00

Bits 01 - 18

Bit 19

PArity bit - even parity

Data

Control bit - 0 = control word
-,1 = data word

Terminal words may be of two ty14es: control words and/or data words.

Data words (c = 1) contain the /I ata to be prOdessed by the terminal

while control words (c = 0) arl instructions used to establish operating

conditioni within the terminal'.

The SIR checks each word, for parity and disassembles the word

into three 8-bit-bytes for transfer into the TPU. The format of these

bytes along with the TPU input address assignment is shown in Figure 3.1.

1NPUT,ADDRESS SIR BYTE FORMAT

00 DOS D07 Doe Do5 D04 D03, D02 DO I SIR BYTE 0

01 D15 DI4 D13. D12 DI D10 Dog SIR BYTE 1

02 SIR BYTE 2U S A Die D,7 DIa Di9

4

1 = SERIAL PANEL -ABORT FLAG PARITY ERROR
0 =.PARALLEL PANEL,

SOR READY FLAG

LOST DATA FLAG

Figure 3.1. SIR Byte Format

19
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In addition to SIR data, byte 2 contains three IO status flags.

The Parity Error/Lost Data flag indicates that either the present SIR

ward contains an error or that the TPU failed to input one or more

previously received SIR words.

The ABORT Mode flag indicates the error mode status of, the terminal.

If this flag is "zero," the terminal is operating normally, while if it

I"one," the terminal is in the ABORT mode of operation. The TPU

maintains a record (word count) of the number of non-NOP words received.

Each time a non-NOP word is transferred into the TPU, the word count

is incremented by 1. Upon receipt of a word containing a parity

error or an indication of lost data, the TPU automatically transmits

the value of the word count to the computer center, sets the ABORT

flag and enters the ABORT mode of operation. The value of the word

count transmitted will indicate to the center the address of the

word containing the error or the word that was lost.

Once in the ABORT mode, the terminal will refuse to accept any

further information except for a LDM instruction (described later).

Receipt of an LDM instruction with bit 14 a "one" will clear the.
a

ABORT flag sand return the terminal to normal operating mode. This

method of error control prevents the terminal from processing data

in the wrong mode in the event an erroneous mode change word is received.

The SOD Ready flag indicates thd present status of the SOR. If

thiS bit is "zero," the SOR is busy transmitting data, while if it is

"one," the SOR is available for use. Before loading data into the SOR,

the TPU examines this flag to determine SOR availability.

In the discussion of word formats which follows, the processing

times quoted include the 'time required"to interrupt and save,the

present status of the TPU, the execution time for the word arid the

time required to restore the TPU to its original state.

The quoted times assume a TPU clock frequency of 2 MHz (.5ps per
o

state) and a maximum memory access time of .5Ps.

.10
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3.1 Control Word Formats .

The PLATO control word format is shown in Figure 3.2.

19 18 17 16 15 . 01 00

0 D CONTROL INFORMATION P

Figure 3.2." Control World Format

Bits 01 - 15 Control Informltion
c

-Bits 16 - 18

D = 000 (NOP)

Type of Control Word

19 18 17 16 15 01 00

0 0 0 0 0 X 0

This word isa NOP (no-operation) instruction. There are two

types of NOP Words, those generated by the NIU and those generated by

PLATO software. The PLATO NOP will cause the terminal word count to be

incremented while the NIU NOP will not affect the terminal status in

any way.

D = 001 (LDM) Load Mode (267Ps)

19 XI8 17 16 15 14 13 07 06 01 .00

0 0 I I WC WORD ODUNT- MODE WORD P

ThiS instruction establiSh&s the operating mode,of the terminal.

For each Mode of terminal operation there is an associated modt.wbrd

(bits 01 - 06) which directs the procftsing of incoming da7ta: Once

placed in a givenludde, the terminal remains in that Mdde until receipt

of a new LDM instruction.

If bit 14 (WC) of the LDM word'is "one," the word cbunt register
,

will be set to the value specified by bits 07 - 13. It is the receipt

of this instruction with bite 14 set which will restore the terminal to

normal mode if it is in the ABORT made.' This is the only instruction

wiliCh the TPU will accept if it is in-ABORT mode. Receipt of the'LDM

instruction while in the ABORT-Mode will clear the'ABORT'flag and

initialize the word count but will not alter the terminal processing

mode.

21
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Bit 15 of the LDM word is used to actuate or inhibit external

devices attached to the terminal. Receipt of an LDM word with bit 15

a.-"one" will disable the interrupts from all external devices except

the,keyset. They will remain inhibited until receipt of an LDM word

with bit 15 a "zero,"

The terminal mode word format is shown in F gure 3.3.

--`

06 05 4 03 02 0I

MODE WE, WE° S

Figure 3.3. _Mode Word Format

Bit 01 Screen Command. If this bit is "1," the
entire display panel is erased.

Bits 02 - 03

WEI WE()

0 1

1 0

1

its 04 - 06

Select write or erase function in the PIU
. as follows:

Erase, write charater background
Write, erase character background
Erase, suppress character background write
Write, suppress character background erase

Specify terminal processing mode,
The modes are, described later.

D = 010 (LDC) Load Co-ordinate (225Ps)

19 18 it 16 15 I I 10 09

..

01 00

0, 0 X/Y

7

This instruction loads the X registe (bit 10 = 0) or the Y register

(bit 10 = 1) with bits 01 - 09. Bits,11 - 15 are unused. It is anticipated

that this instruction will also be used for relative addressing. Bits

will be inserted in the unused portion of the word to indicate relative

or absolute addressing. Used in relative addressing, bits 1,0 - 09 would

be addedto or subtracted from the present contents of the specified,

register.

X(Y)

22
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D = 100 (LDE) Status Request (26711s)

19 18 17 16

0 0 I 1

15 08 07 . 01 00/ STATUS REQUEST-

It is proposed that this word, presently used as an ECHO code, be used

to request the status of varioull_conditions within the terminal. The

terminal would respond to the status request command by issuing a unique

status response code. (See section 3.7.) In the present PLATO system

the terminal merely echoes the data contained in bits 01 - 07.

D = 100 (LDA) Load Memory Address (229y s)

19 18 17 16

0 I 0 0

15 01 00

INITIAL MEMORY STORE ADDRESS

This instruction loads'the Memory Address Register (MAR). This

data word specifies the first storage address- to be used upon entry

into a Mode 2 operation. RAM memory begins at location 4096 (100008)

which is the lowe$t useable address. The terminal resident will prevent
,

the loading of data into locations above 27700
8
o
r

into any locations

above the present valudbf the stack pointer register.

D = 101 (FCT) Functlb224ual..-

19 18 17 16 15 01 00

Oft-0t-- FUNCTION P

This instruction is proposed for use to establish special functions

Within the terminal. One use would be to spedify an external output

device to which all subsequently received EXT words 4.4rould be sent. The

format of the FCT instruction in. this case is shown below.

19 18 17 16 15 09 08 07 06 04 ,-03 01 00

0 1 0 I 0 1 AA DEVICE P

23.

ti
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Bits

01-03 -specify external device address

04-06 specify external channel number

AA External channel

00 - 4-

01 5

10 6

11 7

Channels .0-3-are used internal to the

terminal and are not available for use by
this instructidn.

D = 11x (EXT) Load External (275ps)

19 18 17 16

0 1

09 08 . 01 00

BYTE 1 BYTE 0 P

This instruction transfers two 8-bit bytes, byte 0 first, to the

external device selected by a previous FCT instruction. -

In the present.PLATO IV terminal only 15.bits can be sent to an

external device (see Appendix).

3.2 Processing Modes - Mqde 0

. .

In normal operation, the terminal is assigned an,operating mode by

sending'it a LDM instruction followed by all of the data to be processed

in th t mode.

he terminal resident program contains the programs for processing

data in the fouur modes presently used in PLATO. IV. In addition, up to

four additional user-defined-mode programs can be loaded into RAM.

Mode 0 is a point Plotting mode. Eacb mode 0 data word, Figure 3.4,

spedifies the address of a point on the panel to be written or erased.

The W/E
0
'bit in the mode word determines which operation is performed.

19 18 IO 09 01 00

X--

Figure 3.4. Mode 0 Data Word

The processing time for a Mode 0 word is 238t1s.

24
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3.3 Mode 1

a

Mode 1 is a line, drawiA2mode. Each data word,'Figure 3.5, specifies

the terminal coordinates of a line, the origin of which is contained

in the X and Y registers.

19 18 10 09 01 00

I XI YI

Figure 3.5. Mode 1 Data Format

The terminal point of a given line is also interpreted as the

origin of the next line. Line origins may be relocated, however, by

the use of the LDC command without exiting from Mode 01.

The processing time for A Mode 1 word ranges from 1ms for a

line length of one dot to 11.1ms for the maximum line length of 512 dots.'

3.4 Mode 2

Mode 2 is a load memory mode. Each Mode 2 data word, Figure 3.6,

contains two eight-bit words to be stored in RAM memory. These words

are stored, lowet.first, in two successive locations starting with the

present contents of the memory address register (MAR). After each

8-bit Woreis stored, the MAR is automatically incremented by 1. The

resident program will refuse to load data into memory above the present

value of the stack pointer regisNr,or above location 277008. An.

attempt to load into those areas wilt cause the store operaticin to be

discarded and an illegal store code will be sent to the computer center.

A longitudinal parity check will be added to the Mode 2 resident

which will permit the TPU to call for the retransmission of any block

of data containing an error. -

19 18 17 16

WORD I

09 08

WORD 0

.01 00

P

4

Figure 3.6. Mode 2 Date Word

The stored data when displayed o the panel appears as a vertical

coltunn with bit 01 of\word 0 at the ttom and,16 of word 1 at the top.

The processing time for a Mgde 2 word is 288is.
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3.5 Mode 3

.4ode 3 is a character plotting mode. The data words in this mode

contain three r-it character codes aS shown in Figure 3.7. Each code

selects one of 63 character.s from one of the character sets contained

,in the teminal.

19' 18 13 12 07 06 01 00

CHAR I CHAP 1 CHAR 3 p

Fkgure" 3.7. Mode 3 Data Wor

The terminal presently provides for up to eight,character sets

of.63 cha racters each. .Character, sets MO 'and M1 Are Contained within

the terminal resident and hold the characters shown in Table,2. The

other character sets contain user- defined 4harpters and are stored.in
4p

-

RAM beginning at location 10000'.

The contents of the character memories
A
are

63 arrays.of sixteen 8-bitwords. The contents

addresses are displayed as one'charaker within

processed in Mode 3 4s

of 16 consecutive

a matrix as shown in

Figure 3.8. The top three'rows and bottom row of

from MO and M1 are always unfilled.

4,

fa

26

all character matrices
I,
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MO

CHAR

4410404 4.

4:0`
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M1

CHAR.

ADDRESS

(OCTAL)

MO
CHAR

141

CHAR

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

- 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

21.

22

23

24

25

26

27.

30

31

2

/ 33
34

35

36

37

'a
b

d

e

f
9

h

k

m

n

0

q
r

t

w

x

Y

z

0

1

2

3

4

A

B

C

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

N

0

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

X

40

41

42

43

44

46

47

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

60

61'

62

63

64

65

66

67

70
71

72

73

74

75

76

77

5

6

7

8

9

*

BP

./

UNCOVER

ti

n

{

SP

0

a

6

A

7T

UNCOVER

Table 2. ROM Characters
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The contents of any character memory can be enlarged via selection

of character size 1 (size 0 is normal size). Selection of size 1 will

result in a 2X magnification of the characters. Figure 3.9 illustrates

-characters drawn in size 1. All character format operation will be

automatically adjusted when using size 1 characters.

Character write/erase is specified by the write/erase bits WEO,

WE1 in the mock word. (See LDM instruction.) If WE0 = 1, characters--

are written; if WEO = 0, characters are erased. The inverse of the

operation called for by WEO will be performed on the background or

unfilled portion of the character matrix if WE1 =10, while if WE1 = 1,

the background remains unaltered.

Character plotting speed ranges from a minimum of 316 characters.

per second (3.16ms/char) using a serial plasma panel up to 2020 charac-
.

,teks per second (495us/char) using a.parallel.plasma panel.

3 5 7 9 11

word.--1
0 2 4 6 8

I°
12

no

15

III

MATRIX
ORGANIZATION

7

word

0 00100000
1 00001110
2 000 0000
3 000'0001
4 000 0000
5 000 0001
6 000 0000
7 000 0001
8 000 0000
9 000 0001
0 0 '00
1 0000

0
00001

2 11100000
3 00001000
4 00000000
5 09000000

I STORED RESULTING

DATA DISPLAY

Figure 3.8. Character Matrix
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Th i s term i na 1 i s Prot of

for .a PLATO V .terminal. It

operated "under the upery i i cr
and control of an INTEL 8080
micropro-cessor. It is actuallv

a miniatdre iilterrupt driven
time-shared computer system
with a plasma 'panel at

tp the i/o bus. The terminal

onta ins 12k bytes of memorv,-

8k of which are RAM. which can*

be used'fo ,ore dafa or

programs wl-ich can be executed

at the fe
9BCDEFGHIJKL,MNOPQRSTLIVIAXYZ >.*?!

012 345 7 8 9 < > LJ $%___ Y e :
+ -- . ; it

Figure - '`Boldface" _character F at

2 9
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Thexed are several non-plotting control characterS available for

formatting the display of data in Mode 3. These control characters

may be accessed' via the use of the "uncover" code (77). Upon receipt

of a 77 code, the terminal interprets the next character code as.a

control character instead of a character to be plotted. Following

execution of the control character, normal plotting mode is resumed.

If several,uncover codes are sent in sequence, the first non - uncover

code will be treated as the control character.

The operations performed by each,of the control characters are

shown in Table 3. In the case of some characters, the operation

performed is a function of the charcter memory, the plotting mode,

horizontal or vertical, and the plotting direction, forward or reverse,

which is being used.

Horizontal plotting mode is set by the 30 code; vertical plotting,

by the 31 code. Forward plotting direction, set by the 32 code, is

from. left to right in horizontal mode and from bottom_tb top in vertical

mode. Reverse plotting direction set by the 33 cod& is from right to

left in horizontal mode and from top to bottom in vertical mode.

The CRMO and'CRM1 (70, 711 each perform,a Carriage return and

then set-the panel address equal>to the contents of memory location

MARGO dr MARG1, respectively. The TABO and AB1 (72, 73) codes are

dynamically adjustable tab settings. The contents of MARG0,1 and TABOO

are specified by the user.

3 3
4,0
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OCTAL
CODE

..

FUNCTION

SIZE 0 SIZE 1

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

FWD RVS FWD ' RVS FWD RVS FWD RVS

10 Backspace x-8 ' x+8 Y-i y+8 x -16 x+16 y-16 y+16

11 Tab' x+8 x-8 ., y+8 y -8 x+16 x-16 y+16 y-16

12 .Line Feed y-16 y-16 x+16 x+16 y-32 y-32 x+32" x+32

13 Vertical Tab .y +16 y+16 x-16 x-16 y-1-32 y+32 x-32 x-32

14 Form Feed x -0 x 4504
y 496 y 4-496

y 0 y 504
x 4-15 x 4-15

x -0 x -496
y -480 y 480

y 10 ' y -496
x 31 x 4e-31

15 Carriage Return x4-0 x 4-504

y-16 y-16

y 0 y 40-504

x+16 x+16
x 4-0 x -496

y-32 y-32

y 0 y40-496

'x +32 x+32

16 Superscript y+5 y +5 x-5 k-5 y+10 y+10 x-10 x-10

1-7 Subscript Y-5 Y-5 x+5 x+5 y-10 y-10 x4-10 x+10

20 Select MO - i select character memory 0 (ROM)

21 Select M1 select character memory 1 (ROM)

22 Select M2 select character memory 2 (RAM). ,

23 Selgct M3 _ select character memory 3 (RAM)

24 Select M4
i

select character memory 4 (RAM)

25 Select M5 . select ,character memory 5 (RAM)

26 Select M6 select character memory 6(RAM) ,

27 Select M7 select cha'racter memory 7 (RAM)

30 HoriZontal select horizontal plot mode

3'1 Vertical pelect vertical plot mode 1

32' Forward
./ select forward plot direction

33 Reiierse select reverse plot direction

34 Select Size 0 select nortal-ize characters

35 Select Size 2 select large7size characters.

70 CRMO y-16
x 4-MARGO

x +16

y 4-MARGO
, y -16

x .0-MARGO

x +16

y .0-MARGO

71 CRM1 y-16 x +16 y-16 *x +16

x 4-MARG1 y 4-MARG1 x 4-MARG1 y 4-MARG1

72 'PA130

)(21--51°-
y 4-TABO x 4-TA130 y 4-TABO ,

73 TA/31 ------- x ..- TAB1 y 4-TAB1 x 4-TAB1 y 4TAB1

77 Uncover next character is control character /,/1 i /

. 1

_

Table 3. Control Characters

31
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Mode 04 is presently being considered for use as a block erase '

.mode. In this mode each pair of data worn' would specify the corners

of an area to be erased. The area erased is that enclosed by

fAxl =-Ix
2
-x

1
land 141 = ly

2
-y

1

I: If x
2
=x

1
and y

2
-y

1

, a single point

is erased while, if x2=x1, a vertical line is erased, and if y,7,, a
4 -J

horizontal line is erased.

19 18 10 09 01 00

WORD!

WORD 2

Xi Yi

19 18 10 09 'soi

Xa ya P

Figure 4.0. Mode 4 Word Format

3.7 SOR Word Format
7

Data transmitted from the terminal to the computer center consists

of 12-bit words with the format shown in Figure 4.1.

1 1 10 09 08 01 00

1 ID DATA P

L__Start Bit, Identifies
11

Always
11

I Type of Data
t--- Parity Bit,

Odd Parity

Figure 4.1. -SOR Word Format

//7
-- The format for the various types of data are shown in Figure 4.2.

The Status Response word was formerly. called ECHO code. It is proposed

that th6-ECHO command would become a Status Request command and the

present ECHO code would become the response to the Status Request. One

of the.Status Request codes would be called ECHO in which case the

ECHO code would return exactly as in the present system.

3.2



Status Request code 1608'is used to reqtiest=terminaltype. A

Status Response code of 1608 indicates an existing PLATO IV terminal

while a response,

4 ,

of 162
8

indicatei an 8080-type terminal.

11 10 09 08 07 01 00
\-

1 0 0 .. 0 KEYBOARD' iliATA P

II * 09 Q8 07 01 00

1 0 1 STATUS RESPONSE'. P

11 10 09 08 05 04 01 00

1 0 I

TOUCH
X

PANEL
Y

P

H- 10. 09 08 01 ..00

1 I 0 EXTERNAL DATA P

ar

II 10 09 08 07 01 00

I I 0 WORD COUNT P

11 10 09 08 07 01 00

1 I I 1 TPU REPORT P

FigUre 4.2. SOR Word Formats.

The TPU report codes are/6sedtp,inform the central computer of

the occurrence of some special event within the terminal. A list'of

the presently used TPU report codes is shown in,Table 4.

TPU Report

(Octal)
Event Reported

000 Terminal has just been turned on

-001 Not used

002 , Reset (clear switch has been'. epressed).

003- Automatically load the terminal RAM with
with some program (bootstrap)

004 An attempt to write in an illegal area

or RAM during Mode 2

005 Longitudinal parity error occurred in Mode 2

006 Reject, terminal busy

Table 4. TPU Report Codes

33
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4. Instruction Sett

Terminal processor instructions may be from one to three 8-bit bytes

(words) in length with the bytes for a multiple byte instruction stored in

successive memory location. The first byte always contains the instruction

operation code while the second and third bytes contain operands or memory
4

addresses.

The following symbols w41 be used in the detailed description of the

instruction set.

Symbol 'efinition

<B2> Second byte of the instruction

<B3> Third byte of the instruction
r Scratch pad or merhory register designation

r Register

000

001

010

011 E .

100

101

110 Memory
111 A (accumulatoi)

M Memory location indicated by the contents of
registers H and L

( ) Contents of location or register
Logical product
Exclusive "or"

V Inclusive "or"
Ai Bit i of the A-register
SP Stack Pointer
PC Program Counter

Is transferred to

1
The instruction set described here is from the "Intel 8080 Microcomputer

System Manual," January 1975, published by the Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave.,
Santa Clara, CA 95051. The input-output device assignments are unique to
this terminal.

1

34
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Op Code Execution

(octal) Time (us)
Description of Operation

*MOV r
1

, r
2

1r
1

r
2

2.5 (r1)4-(r
2

) Load egister r
1

with the

content of r
2

. The content of r2

remains unchanged.

MOV M, r .16r 3.5 (104-(r) Load the memory location
addressed by the contents of registers
H and L with the content Of register r'.

MOV r, M 1r6 3.5 (r)4-(M) load register r with the
content of the memory, ocation addressed
by the contents of registers H and L.

HLT

MVI r
<B

2
>

MVI M
<B

2
>

INR r

166

Or6

066

Or4

3.5

3.5

:5.0

2.5

On receipt of the Halt Instruction,
the activity of the processor is im-
mediately suspended in the STOPPED
state. The content of all registers
and memory is unchanged and the PC ,/

has been updated.

(r)4-<B Load byte two of the instruc-

tion rtion into register r

(M)4-<B

I2

> Load byte two of the instruc-
tion intonto the memory location addressed
by the contents of registers H and.L. .

-(r)4-(r)+1 The content of register r
is incremented by one.' All the cons- -

dition flip-flops except carry are
affected by the result.

DCR r Or 2.5 (r)4-(r)-1 The content of register r
is decremented by.one. All of the
condition flip-flops except carry are
affected by the result.

INR M 5.0 [104-(M)+1. The content of memory
designated by registers H and L is

incremented by'one. All of the con-
.

dition,flip-flops except ,carry are
affected by the result.

5.0 [M]4-[M]-1. ,The content of memory'

designated y registers Hand L is
decrement d by one. All of the con-
dition flip-flops except carry
affected by the result:

2.0 004(A)+(r) Add the content of

register r to,the content of register
A and place-the result into register A.

li flags affected.) l

064

'DCR

ADD r

065

35
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CI A

Mnemonic
Op Cod4

(octal)
Execution

Time (us)
Destription of Operation

'ADC r 21r o 2.0 (A)+-(A)+(r)+(carry) .Add the content
of register r and the contents of the
carry flip-flop to the content of the
A register and place the result into
Register A. (All flags affected.)

SUB-r 4 22r 2.0 (A)+(A)-(r) Subtract the content of
register r from the content of register

a-Place the result into register A.
Two's complement subtraction is used.
(All flags affected.)

SBB r 23r 2.0 (A)+.(A)-(r)-(borrow) Subtract the
conten of register r and the content
of the carry flip-flop from the con-

'tent of register A and place the result
into register A. (All flags affected.)

ANA r 24r '"2.0
. (A)+W-(r) Place the logical product!

of the register-A and register r into
register A. (Resets carry.)

XRA r 25r 2.0 (A)+.(A).1r) Place the "exclusive-or"
of the cottent of register A and
register r into register A. (Resets
`carry.).

ORA r 26r 2.0 ,(A)4-(A)v(rT Place the "inclusive-or"
of the content of register,A and
register r into register A. (Resets
carry.)

CMP r 27r ---2.o. (A)-(r) Compare the content of register
A with the conterit--of register r. The
content of register AreTeins unchanged.

1 The flag flip-flops are set by the
result of the subtraction. Equality
(A =r) is indicated by the.zero flip:-

flop set tO.<1! Less than (A <r) is
" indicated by the carry flip-flop, set
to "1." . .

3.5 (A)+:(A)+ On ADD

175---------4.1t(A)+(M)+(carry) ADD with carry.

3.5 (A)4-(A)-(M) SUBTRACT

3.5 !(A);!-.....(A)-(M);-(bOrrow) SUBTRACT with borrow

3.5 q (A)+.(A)-(M) Logical AND

''?3.5 i (A)+.(A).(M) Exclusive OR

3.5 (A)+.(A)v(M) Inclusive OR

ADD M 206 ,'-.

ADC M 216

SUB M 226
,....,

s141 m 236

ANA M 246

XRA M - 256
, /

ORA M / 266, `'....-

0.11
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Mnemonic
Op Code
(octal)

Execution
Time (us)

CMP M 276 3.5

ADI
<B

2
>

306 3.5
-

Acr 316 3.5

<B
2
>

SUI 326 3.5
<B

2
>

SBI 336 3.5

<B
2
>

ti

ANI '

<B
2
>

346 3.5

XRI 357 3.5

<B
2
>

ORI 366 3.5

<B
2
>

CPI 376 3.5
<B

I
>

RLC . 007 2.0

RRC 017 2.0

a

RAL 027. 2.0

'PAR,. 037 2.0

, ,

,
,...,,

,JMP 303 5.0
<B >

e'
, <B

3
>

2

Description of Operation

(A)-(M) COMPARE --

(A)4-(A)+<B2>

ADD

(A)4- (A) -F<B2> .1= (carry)

ADD with carry

(A)4-(A)-<B
2
>

SUBTRACT

(A)4-(A)-<B
2>-

(borrow)

SUBTRACT with borrow

(A).4.-(A).<B >

Logical AND

OW-(A)e<B,>
Exclusive OR

' (A).4-(A) V<B,>

Inclusive OR

(A)-<B1>
COMPARE

A
i+1

4.-A1 .,A
0
+A

7'
(carry)+A

7
Rotate the content of register A left

one bit. Rotate A
7
into A

o
and into

the carry flip-flop.

--,R7i .47A ,A
7
411

0
v(carry)+A

oi+1
Rotate the Content of register A right

A Aone bit. Rotate
o
into

7
and into

the carry flip-flop.

. A. 4-Ai,A,4-(carry),(carry)+N
Rotate content of Register A'left
one bit. Rotate the content of the
carry flip-flop into A0. Rotate A7
into the carry flip-flop.

,,

A.4-A. , A74- t carry) , ( carry ) +A , ,

Rbtaie the content of register A right
one bit. Rotate the content of the
carry flip-flop into A7. Rotate h,0

into the carry flip-flop. `

(PC)+<B
3
><B

2
> Jump unconditionally

to tili,instruction located in memory
location addressed by byte two-and
byte three.

37
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Op Code Execution

(octal) Time (us)
Description of Operation

JC 332 5.0 If (Carry)=1(PC)+B3><B2>

<B
2
>

>

<B
. O (PC)=(PC)+3

JNC 322 5.0 If (Carry)=.0(PC)+<B3><B2>

<B,>

<e>
3

Otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3

JZ 312 5.0 If (Zero) =1 (PC)-4-<B ><13
2
>3

<B > _
<B

3

2
> Otherwise (PC)= (PC) +3

, JNZ 302 . 5.0 If (Zero)=0(PC)+<B
3
><B

2
>

<B
2
>

<B
3
> Otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3

JP 362 5.0 If (Sign)= 0(PC)4-<B ><B >
_ 3 2

<B >

<B
3

2
> Otherwise (PC),=(PC)+3

JM 372 5.0 If (Sign)=1(PC)4.<13
3
><B2 %.7.=.----

<B2
3

JPE' 352 , ,,. 5.0

<B
2
> ---_

<B
3
>

JPO 342 5.0

<B >

<B
3
>

CALL 315 8s.5

<B
2
>

A

<B
2
>

C
<B

<B>
3

CNC
<B >

<B >
3

334 5.5/8.5

5.5/8.5

Otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3

If (Parity)4=1(PC)+<13
3
><B

2
>

Otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3

If (Parity)=.0(PC)+<B3><B2>

Otherwise (PC)=(C)+3

[SP -1] [SP -2] 4-(P),(SP)=.(SP) -2

(PC)+<B
3
><B

2
>

Transfer the content of to

in

the
-

pushdown stack n memory addressed
by the register SP.
The content of SP is decremented by
two. Jump unconditionally to the
instruction located in memory location
addressed by byte two and byte three
of the instruction.

If (carky)=1 [SP -1 ] [SP-2]4PC,

(SP)= (SP)-2,, (P 4-.<B ><

otherwise (PC)=(P

If (carry4 i SP -11[gP -2]+PC,

----/
----(SP1=(SP)-2,(PC).5B 3

><B
2
;

otherwise (PC)= (PC) +3

3
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Op Code Execution

(octal) Time (Ps)
Description of Operation'

CZ

<B
2
>

<B >
3

CNZ
<B >
<El >

3

CP
<B >

<El
3
>

<B

<Li >
3

CPE
<El

2
>

<B3>
CPO
<B

2
>

<B3>
RET

RC

RZ

RNZ

RP

t

314 5.5/8.5

304, 5.5/8.5

364 5.5/8.5

374 5.5/8.5

354 5.5/8.5

344 5.5/8.5

311 5.0

330 2.5/5.5

320 2.5/5.5'

310 2.5/5.5
\N

300 2.5/5.5

360 2.5/5.5

4

If (zero)=1[SP-1)[SP=2)-4-PC,
(EP)=(SP)-2; (PC)+<13 ><B >;

otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3
3 2

If (zero)=0 [SP-1][P-2]-(-PC,

(SP)'=(SP)-2,(PC)-4-<B
3
><B

2
;

otherwise (PC)A(PC)+3

If (sign)=0[SP-1][SP-2]4-PC,
(SP)=(SP)-2,(PC)+B

3
><B

2
>,

otherwise (PC)=(PC)t3

'If(sign)=1[SP -11(SP -214PC,
(SP)= (SP) -2, (PC)+<B ><B ;

otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3
3 2

If (partty)=1[SP -1] (SP -2]+PC,
(SP)=(SP) -2,(PC)-4-<B ><B ;

otherwise (PC)=(PC)+3
3 2

If.(parity)=0[SP -1] [SP- 2]{-PC,

(SP)= (SP) -2, (PC)4<B ><B >;

otherwise (Seylm(PC).+3
3 2

(PC)*.[SP] [SP+1](SP)=(SP)+2. Return

. to the instruction ill the memory ,

locatiOn addressed by the'last values
----shifted into the pushdown stack

addressed by SP.

If (carry)=1(PC)4(EP),[SP+1],

otherwise

If (carry)=0(PC)4[SP],[SP+1];

(SP)=(SP)+2;
rwise >7.11a44-

_--
(zero)=1( )÷[SP] ,(SP+1),

(SP)=(SP)+2;

otherwise (PC)=(PC)+1

If (zero)=0(PC)4-(SP] ASP+1],

If

(SP)=(SP)+2; i 1'
otherwise (1,!P)--(Pc)+1

---if4-Csigh+c-0- (PC)4-(SP];[SP+1] ,

39

(SP)=(SP)+2;
otherwise (PC)=(PC)+1
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Op Code Execution
Mnemonic Description of Operation

(octal) Time (}is)

RM, 370' 2.5/5.5 If (sign)=1(PC)÷(SP),[SP-1-1] ,

(SP)=(SP)+2;
otherwise (PC)= (PC) +1

RPE 150' 2.5/5.5 k If (parity)=1(PC)÷(SP1,[SP+1],
. (SP)=(SP)+2;

,,

,atherwise(PC)=(PC)+1

RPO 340 2.5/5.5 If (pa.rity)=0(PC)47(SP],[SP4-1],

- (SP)=(SP)+2;
operwise (PC)=(PC)+1

RST 1A7 5.5 [SP-1](SP-214-(PC),
/

(SP)=(SP)-2
(PC)4,(0000A0)

IN 333 5.0 (A){-INPUT data

.
<B

2
> Input a byte of data to A from the

device specified by (B2). See Input-
Output sections for Io address assign-
ments.4

OUT 323

<B
2
>

LXI B
<B

2
>

<B
3
>

I

LXI D
<B >

J<g2>
3

LXI H
<B >

2
.<B

3
>

_ .

LXI SP
<B >

<B2>

001

041

0 \.

061 \ .5:0--- ASP)-- B >,(SP) 4-.<13 >
L 2 H 3_,-

- Load byte-two'of the instruction into

F''',....--

the lower order 8-bit of the stack
inter and byte three into the higher

Order i.t of the stack pointer.

5.0 OUTPUT HA
Output th contents of the accumulator
to the de ice specified by (B,). See

input -Ouqt section fok Io address
Assignments.

/

5.0 (C)+<B2HB)-4-,<B3
Load byte two of the instruction into
C. Load to three of the instruction
into B.

5.0

(E)+<B2>',(D)+<13.1> .

LOad byte .5.wo of the ins action into
E. Load bYt of the instruction
into D.

.J,L)47.<132,00-4-<13

/Load/byte tw o theinstruction into.
' L. Load te--three of the instruction

into H:

40



Mnemonic
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.010 Code Execution
(octal) Time ( s)

PUSH PSW , 356

PUSH B .

PUSH D

PtJSH H

POP PSW

/
Descripti9n of Operation

5.5 (SP-114(A),e-2]÷(F),(SP)=(SP)-2
Save the c tents of A and F (5-flags)
into the shdown stack addressed .

by the S register. The content of
SP is d ckemeneed by two. The flag
word will appeAr as follows:

7

7

305 5.5

325 5.5

0 CYO 0 P 1 CY2

Zero

1---.A4S13

L Corry

Pant);

(SP-114(B)(SP-44(C),(SP)=(SR)-2

(SP-1]÷(DHSP-2]÷(E),(SP)=(sP)-2

345 5.5 (SP-1)+(H) (SP-44-:(L),(SP)=(sP)-2

361 (F)4-(SP),(A)4[SP+11,(SP)=.(SP)+2

Restore thei last values in the push-
down stack addressed by SP into A

. and F. The content of SP is incre-
mented by two.

POP B 301 5.0 ()i-JSP1,(B)-;-(sP+11,(SP4=(SP)+2

POP D 321 5.0 (E)4(SP),(D)4(SP+1],(SP)=(SP)+2--,

7/

1W4-(SP],(H)+ISP+1],(SP)=(SP)+2POP H 341

STA 032 6 5
<B2>

, <8
3
>

6

LDA 072

<B3>

6.5

[<B3><B2>]4(A)
Store the accumulator content into
the memory location addressed by
byte two!and byte three of the
instruction. ts

VW

(A)+ <B3><B2>
1,064 the accumulator with the content
of the memory location addressed by
byte two and byte three of the
instruction.'

353 .2.0 (H)4-+(D) (E)4 -}(L) ;,

Exchange the,,contents of registers
H and L and registers D and.E.

41
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Mnemonic
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Op Code Execution

(octal) Time (us)

XTHL 343%

Description of Operation

9.0 (L)-4-*[SP],(H)++[SP+1]

Exchange the contents of registers
H, L and the.last values in the
pushdown stack addressed by registers

SP. The SP register itself is not
changes. (S)=(SP)

SPHL 374 2.5 (SP)÷(H)(L)
Transfer the contents of registers
H and L into register SP.

PCHL 351 2.5 (PC)4=(H)(L) JUMP INDIRECT
.......

DAD B. 011 5.0 (H)(L)÷(H)(L)+-(B)(C)

DAD D 031 5.0 (H)(L)÷(H)(L)+(D)(E)

DAD H 051 5.0 (H)(L)4.-(H)(L)+(H)(L)

(double precision shift left H and L)

DAD SP 071 5.0 (H)_(L)÷(H)(L)+(SP)

R 4
Add the content of register SP to the
content of registers H and L and place
the,result,into registers H and L.

If the overflow is generated, the
carry flip-flop is reset. The other
condition flip-flops are not affected.

", This is useful for addressing data
in the stack:

STAX.B 002 3.5 [(13)(C)l÷(A)
Store the accumulator content in the
memory location addressed by the con-
tent of registers B and C.

STAX D :022 3.5 [(D)(E)]÷(A)
Store the accumulator content into the
memory location addressed by the con-
tent of register D,and E.

012 3.5 (A)4-HB)(C)]
Loadthe accumulator with kthe Content
of the memory location addiessed by
the content of registers B.and C.

LDAX B

tiDAX D 032 3.5 (A)-(-[ (D) (E)]

Load the accumulator with the content
of memory location addressed by thq
content 'of register D and E.

4 9;
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4.0p Code Execution
(octal) Time (ms)

-:'Description of Operation

INX B

INX D

INX H

Vs1X SP

DCX B

DCX H

DCX D

DCX SP

CMA

STC

CMC

DAA

003 2.5

023 2.5

043 2.5

063 2.5

013 2.5

053 2.5

033 2.5

073 2.5

057 2.0

067 2.0

077 2.0

047 2.0

(B)(C)4413)(C)+1

The content of register pair B and
C is'incremented by one. All of the
condition flip-flops are not affected.

(D)(E)*-(D)(E)+1

(H) (1) 4--(H) (L)+1
The content of register H and,I, is
incremented by one. All of the con-

dition flip -flops are not affected.

(SP)4'(SP)+1

(B)(C)*-(B)(C)-1

(H)(L)*-(H)(L)-1

`AD) (E)*--(D)4E)-1

(SP)*-(SP) -1

(A) {-(A)

The'content of accumulator is com-

plemented. The condition flip-flops
are not affected.

(Carry) 41

Set the carry flip-flop to 1. ,"The

other condition flip7flopS are not
affected.

(carry)t(carry)
The content of carry is complemented.
The other condition,flip-flops are
not affected.

Decimal Adjust Accumulator
The 8 -bit value in the accumulator
containing the result from an arith-
metic operation on decimal operands
is adjusted to containrtigo valid BCD
digits by adding 17-Vratt according to

the following rules:
7 4 3 I 0

X Y

ACCUMULATOR .

.If (n.10) or (carry from bit 3) then
Y=Y+6 with carry to Xlligit.

If (n10) or (carry from bit 7) or
((n10) and (X=9)] then X=X+6
(which sets the carry,flip-flop).-,

43
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Op Code Execution
(octal) Time (us) Description of Operation

DAA (cont.) Two carry flip-flops are used for
this instruction. CY reptesents the
carry from bit 3 (thelfourth bit) and
is accessible as a fifth flag. cy2
is the carry' from.rYft 7 and is the .

usual carry bit5.:,

All condition flip-flops are affected
by this instruction.

SHLD 042 8.0 [<B3><k>]-4-(L),[<B,<B,>4-1].4=(H)
<B

2
> Store the contents kegisters H

<13
3
> and L into the memory lOcation addressed

by the byte two andbyte three of the
ti instructions.

rc..
052 8.0 (L)4(<13

3
><B

2
>],(m)-4-[<B

3
><B

2
>+1]

<B
2
> Load the registers H and L with the

<B3> contents of the memory location ad-
dressed by byte two and byte three
of the instruction.

EI 373- 2.0 Interrupt System Enable

DI. r 363 2.0 Interrupt System Disable
The terminal interrupt system can
be enabled or disabled using the
above instructions. An interrupt

' will be accepted only if othe interrupt
system is enabled. Upon receipt of
an interrupt, the interrupt system
will be automatically disabled. iIt
,must be re-enabled by the program.

i During execution of Enable or Disable
iterrupt instructions, aMinterrupt
will not be accepted.

NOP ' A00 2:0 No operation



5. Input- Output

Input and output operations are, performed by. the IN and OUT instructions

and involve the transmission of 8-bit data words between the accumulator (A)

register an devices exterpal to the terminal processor. In ome cases the

-IN opt instruction is,used to set control flags in .the PanetI4 rface Unit,

(PIu) and no data is actually, transferred. In these cases the contents.of A are

immaterial.

The-format of the I/O address is shown in Figure 5.0.

7 6 5. 3 2 ,0

0 0 , CHANNEL DEVICE^

I/O

ti

CHAWNEL.--:J. DEVICE ADDRESS
ON I/O CHANNEL

Figure.5.0. I/O Address Format

I/O Channels 0-3 are used 'internally; and Channels 4-7, externally.

The input and output device address assignments and functions' are

tabulated on the following pages.

4 5

;('

go.
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Input

Input 'Address

(octal)
Mnemonic Function

/00 SIRO Input SIR byte 0

Dog D0'7 006 Deog Do4 603. Do2 Doi

01 SIR1 Input SIR byte 1

D16 Dm D14 Di3 D12 D,, Dto Dog

02 SIR2 Input SIR byte 2 and I0 contrd. flags

03

allk

1= Serial Panel

0= Parallel Panel

S A Die. D17 D16 D19

I

Serial

SIR data

1Abort Flog

Output Register

,INTVECT

Reody Flag

Input interrupt vector

F

_.

LParity Error
Or

Lost Data

X ,X X X X A A A

interrupt Device Address
as Follows:

000 SIR

00I KST

010 TP
011 SOR

100 .EXT
101 EXT I
110 EXT ,2

III EXT 3

04 KST Input keyset word

05-17 unused

20 XL

'K" Kos Ko4 K03 Ko2 Kot Woo

V

Input lower 8 bits of x register

-21 XU Input most significant bit (x8) of x

register to A0

YL Input lower 8 bits of y register

4G
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Input Address

(octal)
Mnemonic

-43-

Function

23. YU Input most significant bit (k6) of y ,

register to A
o

24-37

40

unused

TP Input touch panel word

-44 'unused

Xos X02 X01 X00 Yos Yoe You "Yoo

Horizontal Vertical Position
Position of of Touch

Touch

*

45 EXT 0 . Input word from external device 0

46-77 unused

47

a

72



Output Address
(octal

-44-

Output

Mnemonic Function .

00 SOR Loadthe lower 8 bits of the, SOR with the:,
contents of A,andt -,ransmitthe entire
tents'(12 bits) of the SOR to the central
computer. The upper 4 bits of the SOR are
assumed to have been pfeviously loaded by

. the OUT SORT instruction. .s

A D07 Doe. D05' DO4 DO3' P02 D0, DOO

01 SORI Set 'the SOR message start. bit (bit ll). to

'"1" and,load4bits 8-10 of the SOR with the
lower 3 bits of A.

A T- X X X X D10 De9 Dos
.to

02 RESET Reset the message start flagtin the demodu-
lator section .of the modem. The contents
of A are unused.

03-05 unused

06 EXTRDY Generate EXTERNAL DATA READY signal for
serial output chlnnel'data. The contents
of A are unused.

07 IMASK Load the interrupt mask register with the
contents of A.

Eo U U U

I
KST

Touch

Panel

A

SUR

A

Unused

External
'Device 0

10 XLONG. " Set thelong,vector in the PIU to x.
,r The contents of A are unused, See OUT CLOCKL

instruction for use of this flag.
.

11 YLONG Set the long vector flag in the PIU to y.
The contents of A a ±e unused. See OUT CLOCKL*..

instruction for use of this flag, t

43
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Output Address
(octal)

Mnemonic

-45-

Function

12 SETXR Set the x direction f14g in the PIU. The

x register will be decremented by all
subsequent clock x signals. The contents

of A are unused.

13 SETXF Reset (CLEAR) the x direction flag in the
PIU. The x register will be incremented ,
by all subsequent clock )signals. The

contents of A are unused.

14 SETYR Set the y direction flag in the PIU. The

y register will be decremented by all
subsequent clock'y signals. The contents
of A are unused.

15 SETYF Reset (CLEAR) the y direction flag inthe.
PIU. The y register will be incremented,
by all subsequent clock y signals.. The

contents of A are unused. ,

16 SETABT 'Set,the ABORT flag. This instruction
places the terminal in the ABORT mode.
The contents of A are unused.

17 CLRABT Reset (CLEAR) the ABORT flag. This instruc7
tion places the terminal in the normal
operating mode. The contents of A are
unused.

20 XL Load the lower 8 bits of the x register
with the contents of A.

XU Load'the most significant bit f of the
x register with bit A of the accumulator.
The other bits of A ar0eunused.

22 YL Loadthe ldwer 8 bits of the y register.

21

23 YU ' Load the most significant bit (y8) of the
y register with bit Ao-of the accumulator.
The other bits of A are unused. '

24 PDL Load the lower 8 bits of the panel parallel
. data register with the contents of A.

25 PbU Load the upper 8 bits of the panel Parallel
data register with the contents of A and
write (or erase) the bbntents of the
parallel data register (16 bits) on the
panel.*

V1044.4 49-

t,-

0



Output AddOSs
(octal)

Mnemonic

-46-

Function

26 PDM

4
Load the PIU(moda register with the lower
3 bits of A.

Operating Mods-I
00 Serial

01

Write/Eros* Mods

I.,

PDLU Loaar both PDL and PDU with the contents,
Of A and write (or erase) the contents
(16 bits) on the panel'.

30 CLOCKX' 'Cloak the lc register. The x direction
flag specifiesthe.direction; forward
if reset (0), reyerse if set (1). The

contents of Aare unused.

31 CLOCKY Clock the y,register. The y direction,
s, flag specifies pha,direction; forward

if reset (0), reverse if set (1). The

contents of A are unused.

32 vCLOCKXY Clock both the x and, y registers and write
.(or erase) the resulting address on the
panel. ,The x and y direction flags specify
direction of change. The contents of A

are unused.

33 CLOCKL Clock the long vector, x or y, (as specified

by the long vector flag) in the PM if
A0 =0; clock both the x and y registers
if A0 =1. The resulting address is then
written (or erased) on the-pane:LT The
direction flags specify direction of
change. The other bits of A are unused.,

34-- HCHAR Clock the y register and write (or erase)
the resulting address on the panel. The

contents of A
0

and WE bits in the
Panel Mode register specify the operation
performed as followi:

A0 WEI WE0, FUNCTION

0 0 0

1

0 1

1

1 0 1

1 1

1 1

50.

write'

erase
nop
nop
erase
write
erase

write
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Output Address
(octal)

Mnemo4c

-47-

Function

'VCHAR Clock the x regi er,and write (or erase)
the resulting ad ress on the-panel as
shown in the t e for OUT HCHAR instruction.

36 a WE Write if WEe1 or erase'if WE0=0 the
address specified by the contents of the
x and y registers. The contents of A are

unused. -

k A.
"*SCREEN Erase the entire panel. The contents of

A are unused.

40 SLIDEL Load-the lower 8 bits of the slide pro-
jector register with the contents of A.

Xo3 X02 X01 X00 Yo3 Yoe YOI

Slide X Slide Y .

Address Address

41 SLIDEU Load the upper 2 bits of the slide pro-
jector with the lower 2 bits of A.

42

\
43

)( X, X 'X X X

J

Lamp -1
Shutter

AUDIOT _Load_ the audio unit Track Address register
. with the contents of A.

AUDIOS

,X .1.06 T05 'O4 103 102 T0, TOO

LNot tAmod
0

Load the audio unit Sector Address register
and the Record/Playback flags with the,
contents. 'iT

X R r P SO4 SO3 SO2 SOI Soo

Record

Playback

SectdrAddress

44 AUDIOL Load the audio unit Massage Length Register
with the contents of A and play the message
addressed bY"thd Track and Sector registers.

L07 L01 Loa L04 Loa Lot L01 Loo

51

a
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Output Address
(octal)

Mnemonic Function

..,

45

46

47 ,

50 -77 -

EXTO

EXT1

EXT2

unused

4

Load external device 0 with the contents of A.

Load external device 1 with the contents of A.
0

Load external device 2 with the contents of A.
.;

13.

.

52

m,.
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APPENDIX

In thepresentresentPLATO.terminal, the D = 101, 110, 11t control words have

the formats shown below.

D = 101 (SSL) Load Slide (22311s)

19 18. 17 16 15 II 10409 08 05 04 01 00

0 1 0 1 L S X P

This instruction is used to-operate the slide pro ector% Bits

01 - 08 select one of 256 slides for'display,on.the plasma panel.' Bit

09 controls the projector shutter. For normal operation this bit is

always "0". However, if this bit is a "1", the shutter will be closed

and remain closed until receipt of a 'load slide command with bit 09 = "0".

Bit 10 controls the projector lamp: The lamp will be turned on iE bit

40. is a "1" and off 4:f bit 10 is a "0".,
D = 110 (AUD) Load Audio (2

19 18 17 16 15 01 00 .

0 I 1 0 4UDIO DATA P

This instruction is used to control the audio response unit,

The audio response unittrequires two of these instruction per audio

ojoeration. The formats..of each*of these instruction are described below.

15 14 t3 12 06 05 0I

E P TRACK SECTOR,

Bits 01 - 12

Bits 13 - 14

Fifst audio
instruction

Specify the message starting address;
bits 01 - 05 specify one of 32 sectors,- .

and bits 06 - 12, one of 128 tracks.

Specify playback or erase as follows:
.00 - do nothing
01 - play message
10 - do-nothing

record message

4&53
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Bit 15 Always "1". Identifies first of two audio
instructions.

15 14 08 07 01.

0 0 -- --.7 --0 .
MESSAGE LENGTH\ IN SECTORS

Sits 01 - 07

Second,aUdio
instruction

Specify length of message in terms of sectors.,
One sector equals N 1/3 seconds.

Bits 08 - 14 Unused

Bit 15 Always "0".- identifies second audio instructicin.

D = 111 (EXT) Load External (275ps)

19 18 17 16 15 01 00

r EXTERNAL DATA P

This instruction transfers bits 01 - 15 to any'equipment attached

to thpexternal output channel of-the terminal.

1

N..

54


